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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is an interesting era of research where the multiple components, heavy hardware and architecture take part to execute the data and user processes. To maintain different virtual machines, data centers at different locations are required. Sometimes may be over burden on any datacenter and failure or downtime of the datacenter occurred. Thus in order to provide solution a load balancing technique is used which directs the request to an appropriate server for fast computation. Various traditional techniques such as Throttle, Round Robin were introduced but having some drawback with computation time and communication cost which makes them less efficient. In this paper we present CELBT (Cost Effective Load Balancing Technique) which compute the same data transfer in less computation time and cost. In this paper an evaluation is performed on CloudAnalyst tool to compute the parameters like time, cost and found the algorithm proven its effectiveness while compared with existing algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is the emerging internet based technology which emphasizes commercial computing. Cloud is a platform providing dynamic pool resources and virtualization. It also facilitates the scalable IT resources such as services, applications and infrastructure. It aims to provide the data processing in secure manner. Less effective time and communication cost is always a discussion issues while talking about the cloud computing. An efficient load balancing technique usage is the solution while dealing with multiple components.

Load sharing in cloud [1] computing environment is actually a main challenge now due to rapid evolution of internet users. To overcome this problem a distributed technique is needed [4]. Because it is not always practically possible or cost efficient to keep one or more idle services to satisfy the required demands. Jobs cannot be allocated to suitable servers and clients independently for efficient load balancing as cloud has a very complex structure and components are present throughout a wide spread area. Here some doubts are attached while jobs are allocated like how to do proper distribution of jobs among the servers available in the network so that the optimal resource utilization and a balanced traffic can be achieved in a cost efficient manner.

There are the working challenge [13] among the cloud architecture which always need to monitor and provide effect in derived algorithm.

a) Energy Management:
Energy saving is a main challenge for load balancing algorithms. Energy saving is extremely needed in cloud environment to achieve green computing. There is always a need of energy efficient algorithm which minimizes resource consumption but keeps acceptable performance [8].

b) Stored Data Management:
In the last few years exponential growth has been seen in stored data across networks. This data may be belonging to any company or any individual. The management of these data of companies or individuals, become a main challenge for cloud computing. Then how can optimum utilization of storage is achieved while maintaining fast access?

c) Emergence of Small Data Centers for Cloud Computing:
Small data centers have some benefits over large data centers [14] like they are more beneficial, cheaper and less energy consumer. Small providers can deliver cloud computing services leading to geo-diversity computing. Adequate response time with an optimal distribution of resources is a big problem in load balancing.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The existing algorithm which considered in this research paper are Round Robin [12] and Throttle for the load balancing in cloud computing. These existing algorithms have various problems and challenges like Round Robin always required a concurrent time and thus it take heavy process in computation which affect the cost also. RR also does not guarantee for the cost effective, power saving mechanism and any fault tolerance mechanism to work on load balancing scenario whereas Throttle does not guarantee to compute high throughput and generate overhead in communication thus the response time and overall mechanism is not suitable for adoption. Throttle algorithm also suffers with its complex architecture having a large algorithm which causes a high computation cost while dealing with this load balancing technique. To overcome these challenges present in existing techniques, an efficient CELBT is proposed in this paper for better load balancing effectiveness in cloud computing applications.

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In order to provide efficient load balancing among the cloud environment this paper presents an algorithm which is CELBT. The CELBT load balancing is a non-pre-emptive discipline, in which clustering of cloudlets and virtual machines is done on some criteria like cloudlets size and available resources of virtual machine. And then cloudlets are mapped to appropriate virtual machine for their execution which prevents unbalancing of cloud load and cloudlet lost. This algorithm is mainly focused on the proper distribution of cloudlets among the available virtual machines in such a way maximum performance can be achieved. This algorithm basically works in four steps. In first step the creation of virtual machine and cloudlets are perform and second it finds the virtual machine for the deployment. In third step cloudlets
distribution is performed in a proposed manner. And in case of ambiguity of virtual machine when all having same number of cloudlets randomly assign one of them for Cloudlet. If the storage capacity is available otherwise create new virtual machine from the container. The flow diagram for the proposed CELBT can be drawn as below:

The algorithmic form of the proposed CELBT for cloud computing is shown below where input parameters for the CELBT algorithm is Vm, CLi and Ubi represents virtual machine, cloudlet and user base respectively. Output parameters of the algorithm is total cost, overall response time and virtual machine statistics which is shown as output of CloudAnalyst [3] simulator tool.

**CELBT Algorithm for Cloud Computing**

**CELBT Algorithm**

**Input:** Vm, CLi, Ubi.

**Output:** TCost, overall response time, VMstatistics.

**[Start]**

Start Simulation;

Create Vm n, Cloudlet n, create Datacenter DCi, create Broker BRi;

for (service request end)

{ if (VMi contains least cloudlet)

Create VMnew = VMi;

Allocate CLi = Cloudlet.

If (CLi == remaining storage VMi)

{ Allocate CLi having remaining storage;

} else

{ Distribute equal size cloudlet;

} else

{ Distribute dissimilar size cloudlets;

}

Deployed = true;

If (true)

{ Return success;

Return parameter calculation;

Terminate;

} else

{ Return failure;

Stop simulation;

Terminate;

}

**[End]**

4. RESULT EVALUATION

In order to prove that proposed CELBT algorithm performed better than others, an experimental setup is done using OS windows 10, Java platform and using Cloudsim API and the CloudAnalyst simulation tool for the experiment purpose. We have setup different Vm, different Cloudlets, different number of brokers and implemented the algorithms Throttle, Round Robin and our proposed CELBT algorithm for monitoring the effectiveness in load balancing technique. We have taken two major computational parameter such as computation time to process the request and communication cost to process the request to prove the work performed as best. The observed results are discussed below in detail on different Vm(virtual machine) condition environment on cloud computing. These time and cost results are obtained by using CloudAnalyst simulation tool.

In table 1 results shows that proposed algorithm is taking less time with respect to RR and Throttle with varying number of virtual machines (VM25, VM50, VM75, VM100 represents 25, 50, 75, 100 virtual machines respectively) in CloudAnalyst simulation environment.
Table 1: Comparison among Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VIRTUAL MACHINE</th>
<th>CELBT TIME (ms)</th>
<th>CELBT COMPUTATIONAL COST ($)</th>
<th>ROUND ROBIN TIME (ms)</th>
<th>RR COMPUTATIONAL COST ($)</th>
<th>THROTTLE TIME (ms)</th>
<th>THROTTLE COMPUTATIONAL COST ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VM25</td>
<td>75.30</td>
<td>11.43</td>
<td>75.34</td>
<td>13.43</td>
<td>75.39</td>
<td>13.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM50</td>
<td>118.47</td>
<td>21.46</td>
<td>118.63</td>
<td>25.98</td>
<td>118.67</td>
<td>25.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM75</td>
<td>292.21</td>
<td>31.51</td>
<td>293.47</td>
<td>38.60</td>
<td>293.35</td>
<td>38.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM100</td>
<td>293.81</td>
<td>51.07</td>
<td>293.83</td>
<td>51.07</td>
<td>294.12</td>
<td>51.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Graphical Time Based Comparison
In the figure 2 shows the graph among proposed, RR and throttle load balancing algorithm with respect to time for varying number of virtual machines. In this graph X-axis represent the number of virtual machines used at a time and Y-axis used the time taken by algorithms in mili seconds.

4.2 Graphical Cost Based Comparison
Figure 3 shows the graph among algorithms with respect to cost for various number of virtual machines. In this graph X-axis represents number of virtual machines used at any time instance and Y-axis represents the cost in $.

Fig 2: Time Based Comparison among LB Algorithms

Fig 3: Cost Based Comparison of among LB Algorithms

Thus upon discussion with the statically and graphical analysis with the three algorithm including CELBT we have observed the result and found the effectiveness of our algorithm as compare with two existing algorithm which proves the derived algorithm compute better than the existing algorithm in taken parameters for computation.

5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
Cloud computing is a vast area of discussion where a large data is transforming today in IT industry. This paper described the algorithm which are in trend to manipulate user request in desire server as per the server present condition and provide efficient load balancing technique which result in less time computation and thus effect in cost model also. This paper also described proposed algorithm CELBT which computes the efficient result in two parameters which discussed above as computation time and communication cost. Thus the result observed were more accurate and observed using Cloudsim simulation environment framework and analyze statically and graphical manner which proves our algorithm as a
comparative good enough than existing cloud load balancing approaches available in cloud computing. In future work we will further going to apply the simulation work with real time scenario such as Amazon and other cloud provider services with real time data to monitor the effectiveness of our algorithm.
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